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Introduction 
Within multiple layered Oracle Middleware products different types of JDBC data-sources are 

configured out of the box.  JDBC data sources provide database access and database connection 

management. Each data source contains a pool of database connections that are created when the 

data source is created and at server startup. 

Every data source has a name with a sole purpose an unique identifier within the WebLogic domain. 

To avoid conflicts the name should be unique amongst other objects in the WebLogic domain 

(servers, clusters, etc). 

A data source binds to the JNDI with a configurable name. A data source can use multiple names for 

binding to the JNDI tree. You can use a multi-JNDI-named data source in place of legacy 

configurations that included multiple data sources that pointed to a single JDBC connection pool. 

Based on the type of JDBC driver Oracle automatically selects default transaction options for you. The 

defaults work mostly with some exceptions. These will be described at Configure WebLogic. Only 

deviations from default will be mentioned.  

To be able to use all features of a data-source, sometimes changes to the database configuration are 

needed. These changes are described at Configure Database.  

This document is not a full insight into the working of every aspect of JDBC data-sources, it only 

highlights what I think is relevant in most out of the box situations. Lots of the content is just cut-

and-paste from documents written by other smart people. I tried to add all of them in the 

appendixes so they can be used as reference.  

The document assumes you are running at least WebLogic Server 10.3.4 and Oracle RDBMS 11.2. 

Features and caveats from older versions of WebLogic or the Oracle RDBMS are not discussed.  



Configure WebLogic 
When changing configuration of default JDBC data sources the following subjects are relevant: 

1. JDBC URL 

2. JTA timeout 

3. XA 

4. GridLink 

5. Statement Cache 

6. Connection Testing 

JDBC URL 
Single Client Access Name (SCAN) is s a new Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) 11g Release 2 

feature that provides a single name for clients to access Oracle Databases running in a cluster. The 

benefit is that the client’s connect information does not need to change if you add or remove nodes 

in the cluster. Having a single name to access the cluster allows clients to use the simple JDBC thin 

URL to access any database running in the cluster, independently of which server(s) in the cluster the 

database is active. SCAN provides load balancing and failover for client connections to the database. 

The JDBC URL should be setup as: 

jdbc:oracle:thin:@rdbms-scan:scan-port/service_name 

Where rdbms-scan is the scan of the database cluster, the scan-port is the port of the scan listeners, 

the service_name is the service_name that is used for connection to the database. 

JTA timeout 
You can configure Java Transaction API (JTA) attributes to suit your environment. The Administration 

Console provides default values for all JTA configuration attributes. Configuration settings for JTA are 

applicable at the domain level. This means that configuration attribute settings apply to all servers 

within a domain. Monitoring and logging tasks for JTA are performed at the server level. 

Once you configure WebLogic JTA and any transaction participants, the system can perform 

transactions using the JTA API and the WebLogic JTA extensions.  

The timeout can be set either from the console, or by running this WLST snippet: 

cd(‘/JTA/area51_domain’) 

cmo.setTimeOutSeconds(300) 

 
Please replace area51_domain with the name of the domain you are changing the JTA timeout for 

XA 
XA data-sources are used. XA stands for “eXtended Architecture” and is an X/Open group standard 

for executing a "global transaction" that accesses more than one back-end data-store. XA specifies 

how a transaction manager will roll up the transactions against the different data-stores into an 

"atomic" transaction and execute this with the two-phase commit (2PC) protocol for the transaction. 

Thus, XA is a type of transaction coordination, often among databases. ACID Transactions are a key 

feature of databases, but typically databases only provide the ACID guarantees for activities that 



happen inside a single database. XA coordination allows many resources (again, often databases) to 

participate in a single, coordinated, atomic update operation.  

In computing, the XA standard is a specification by The Open Group for distributed transaction 

processing (DTP). It describes the interface between the global transaction manager and the local 

resource manager. The goal of XA is to allow multiple resources (such as databases, application 

servers, message queues, transactional caches, etc.) to be accessed within the same transaction, 

thereby preserving the ACID properties across applications. XA uses a two-phase commit to ensure 

that all resources either commit or rollback any particular transaction consistently (all do the same). 

The XA specification describes what a resource manager must do to support transactional access. 

Resource managers that follow this specification are said to be XA-compliant. 

The XA specification was based on an interface used in the Tuxedo system developed in the 1980s, 

but adopted by several systems since then 

An XA transaction can span Oracle RAC instances by default, allowing any application that uses the 

Oracle XA library to take full advantage of the Oracle RAC environment to enhance the availability 

and scalability of the application. 

Whenever you select a JDBC data source with an XA JDBC driver 

(oracle.jdbc.xa.client.OracleXADataSource) the XA transaction timeout should be enabled and 

configured to a time value. This time value should be greater  than the JTA timeout: 

XA Transaction Timeout >= WebLogic Server JTA timeout 

Next to the timeout you need to enable cleaning unfinished/pending transactions. The WebLogic 

Server transaction manager retries the commit call every minute, until a valid XAResource instance is 

registered with the WebLogic Server transaction manager, if the setting “Recover only once” is 

allowed and the commit call failure then the Weblogic Server transaction manager calls recover on 

the resource only once and not every minute. 

If you set the XaTransactionTimeout ot 0 it defaults to the WebLigic Server JTA timeout. 

The following WLST snippet enables the XA transaction timeout for all XA data sources in the domain 

and sets the timeout to 0 (default JTA timeout). Also it sets the XaEndOnlyOnce setting and 

RecoverOnlyOnce settings to clean up pending transactions. 

cd('/JDBCSystemResources') 

 

redirect('/dev/null','false') 

DSS=ls(returnMap='true') 

redirect('/dev/null','true') 

 

for DS in DSS: 

  cd('/JDBCSystemResources/' + DS) 

  dsName = cmo.getName() 

  cd('/JDBCSystemResources/' + DS + '/JDBCResource/' + DS + 

'/JDBCDriverParams/' + DS ) 

  dsDriverName = cmo.getDriverName() 

  print "JDBC " + dsName + " has driver " + dsDriverName 

  if dsDriverName == 'oracle.jdbc.xa.client.OracleXADataSource': 



    cd('/JDBCSystemResources/' + DS + '/JDBCResource/' + DS + 

'/JDBCXAParams/' + DS) 

    XaTimeOut = cmo.getXaTransactionTimeout() 

    print "XA transaction timeout for " + dsName + " was set to " + 

str(XaTimeOut) 

    try: 

      cmo.setXaTransactionTimeout(0) 

      cmo.setXaSetTransactionTimeout(true) 

      cmo.setXaEndOnlyOnce(true) 

      cmo.setRecoverOnlyOnce(true) 

      print dsName + “ now has XA timeout enabled and set to 300” 

    except: 

      print “cannot set XaTransactionTimeout” 

 

GridLink 

Active GridLink for Oracle RAC 

In Oracle WebLogic Server 10.3.4, a single data source implementation has been introduced to 

support an Oracle RAC cluster. It responds to FAN events to provide Fast Connection Failover (FCF), 

Runtime Connection Load-Balancing (RCLB), and RAC instance graceful shutdown.  XA affinity is 

supported at the global transaction Id level. The feature is called WebLogic Active GridLink for RAC; 

which is implemented as the GridLink data source within WebLogic Server. The name changed over 

versions and is nowadays called just “GridLink”. 

 

The Universal Connection Pool Java library has been integrated with WebLogic Server to utilize 

WebLogic Server work manager and timer manager implementations for internal task scheduling and 

timer event processing for improved resource utilization and manageability.  The RAC integration 

capabilities of UCP have been utilized by the Oracle RAC data source implementation to provide the 

FCF, RCLB and affinity features. 

To simplify and consolidate its support for Oracle RAC, WebLogic Server has provided a single data 

source that is enhanced to support the capabilities of Oracle RAC.  It provides a single connection 

pool/data source within Oracle WebLogic Server that supports the consumption of database services 

in an unrestricted manner. This is the key foundation for providing deeper integration with Oracle 

RAC.   

 

This single data source implementation in Oracle WebLogic Server supports the full and unrestricted 

use of database services as the connection target for a data source.  The active management of the 

connections in the pool is based on static settings configured on the connection pool itself (min/max 

capacity, timeouts, etc.) and real time information the connection pool receives from the RAC ONS 

subsystem that advises the “client” of any state changes within the RAC cluster.  

FastConnection Failover 

A GridLink data source uses Fast Connection Failover to: 

 Provide rapid failure detection 
 Abort and remove invalid connections from the connection pool 
 Perform graceful shutdown for planned and unplanned Oracle RAC node outages 
 Adapt to changes in topology, such as addingor removing a node 



 Distribute runtime work requests to all active Oracle RAC instances, including those rejoining 
a cluster 

Runtime Connection Load Balancing 

To provide better throughput and more efficient use of resources, the Oracle Database provides a 

runtime load balancing service to distribute connections across the RAC instance based on 

performance goals set by a DBA.  The load balancing advisory service issues FAN events that advise 

clients on the current state of the cluster including advice on where to direct connections. GridLink 

data sources provide load balancing in XA and non-XA environments. GridLink data sources use 

runtime connection load balancing to distribute connections to Oracle RAC instances based on Oracle 

FAN events issued by the database. This simplifies data source configuration and improves 

performance as the database drives load balancing of connections through the GridLink data source, 

independent of the database topology.  

Runtime Connection Load Balancing allows WebLogic Server to: 

 Adjust the distribution of work based on back end node capacities such as CPU, availability, 
and response time 

 React to changes in Oracle RAC topology 
 Manage pooled connections for high performance and scalability 

XA Affinity 

XA affinity is a performance feature that ensures that all database operations performed on a RAC 

cluster within the context of a global transaction are directed to the same RAC instance. Affinity will 

be established based on the global transaction id, instead of by individual data source, to ensure that 

connections obtained from different data sources that are configured for the same RAC cluster are all 

associated with the same RAC instance.   

 

The affinity capabilities provided by UCP will be leveraged to assign connections based on GTRID 

even when different data sources are accessed on the same, and separate, WebLogic Server 

instances.  The Last Logging Resource two-phase commit optimization will be supported by the RAC 

data source and will also participate in XA affinity. The first connection request for an XA transaction 

is load balanced using RCLB and is assigned an Affinity context. All subsequent connection requests 

are routed to the same Oracle RAC instance using the Affinity context of the first connection.  

Configure Generic Data Source into a GridLink Data Source 

To change a generic data source into a GridLink data source FAN needs to be enabled and configured. 

The following WLST snippet enables FAN and configures the ONS servers: 

cd('/JDBCSystemResources') 

 

redirect('/dev/null','false') 

DSS=ls(returnMap='true') 

redirect('/dev/null','true') 

 

for DS in DSS: 

  cd('/JDBCSystemResources/' + DS + '/JDBCResource/' + DS + 

'/JDBCOracleParams/' + DS ) 

  try: 

    cmo.setFanEnabled(true) 



    cmo.setOnsNodeList('area51-scan:6200') 

  except: 

    print “cannot set FAN parameters” 
 
You have to replace area51-scan with the scan address of your database cluster. 

Statement Cache 
When you use a prepared statement or callable statement in an application or EJB, there is 

considerable processing overhead for the communication between the application server and the 

database server and on the database server itself. To minimize the processing costs, WebLogic Server 

can cache prepared and callable statements used in your applications. When an application or EJB 

calls any of the statements stored in the cache, WebLogic Server reuses the statement stored in the 

cache. Reusing prepared and callable statements reduces CPU usage on the database server, 

improving performance for the current statement and leaving CPU cycles for other tasks. 

The Statement Cache Size attribute determines the total number of prepared and callable 

statements to cache for each connection in each instance of the data source. By caching statements, 

you can increase your system performance. However, you must consider how your DBMS handles 

open prepared and callable statements. In many cases, the DBMS will maintain a cursor for each 

open statement. This applies to prepared and callable statements in the statement cache. If you 

cache too many statements, you may exceed the limit of open cursors on your database server. 

For example, if you have a data source with 10 connections deployed on 2 servers, if you set the 

Statement Cache Size to 10 (the default), you may open 200 (10 x 2 x 10) cursors on your database 

server for the cached statements.  

The following WLST sets the statement cache to 10 for all data sources in the domain: 

cd('/JDBCSystemResources') 

 

redirect('/dev/null','false') 

DSS=ls(returnMap='true') 

redirect('/dev/null','true') 

 

for DS in DSS: 

  cd('/JDBCSystemResources/' + DS) 

  dsName = cmo.getName() 

  cd('/JDBCSystemResources/' + DS + '/JDBCResource/' + DS + 

'/JDBCConnectionPoolParams/' + DS ) 

  try: 

    cmo.setStatementCacheSize(10) 

  except: 

    print “Cannot set StatementCacheSize” 

 

Connection Testing 
To make sure that the database connections in a data source remain healthy, you should periodically 
test the connections. Automatic testing is configured out of the box. The only caveat is the actual 
query it runs (select 1 from dual). Whenever you setup a data source with a high number of inactive 
connections, you spend lots of logical I/O’s on testing connections. This high number of inactive 
connections might be appropriate though (it hardly ever is!). If it is appropriate, then change the 
query to “show user”. 
 



Multi data sources 
Multi data sources are the usual solutions from a Java prospective for a problem: add another 

abstraction layer. It is an abstraction layer over multiple data sources, hence the name. In my opinion 

multi data sources are obsolete and are fully replaced with GridLink.  

  



Configure Database 
For a database there is no difference in connections from a JDBC data source or some other client. 
Specific settings do apply because of choices made while configuring the JDBC data sources. The 
following settings should be reviewed upon every installation of some Oracle Middleware product: 

- Open cursors 
- Processes 
- Service names 

 
When running XA the following should be reviewed additionally: 

- Distributed lock timeout 
- DTP services 

 
open cursors 
The Oracle Repository Creation Utility (RCU) requires the open_cursors to be set to 500. In my 
opinion this is an arbitrary number, since the number of open cursors depends on the statement 
cache of the JDBC data sources (amongst other things).   
 
For example, if you have a data source with 10 connections deployed on 2 servers, if you set the 

Statement Cache Size to 10 (the default), you may open 200 (10 x 2 x 10) cursors on your database 

server for the cached statements just for this data source.  

The minimum number for open_cursors per instance should be:  

SUM ( For each data source with a JDBC URL pointing to one specific database:  
  ( statement_cache_size X targeted_servers ) 
) 

Processes 

Every JDBC data source has a maximum number of connections. This value should be multiplied with 

the number of servers the data source is deployed on. Summing this for all data sources that are 

running on one database you would get the minimum number of processes that need to be available 

on an instance.  

For example, if you have a data source with maximum 10 connections deployed on 2 servers, you 

would need at least 20 (10 x 2) processes available on every instance in your RAC for the JDBC data 

source to work properly. 

Service names 

It is good practice to use a non-default RAC service to connect to the database. This enables resource 

management and enhanced monitoring capabilities. You can create a service via the srvctl utility. This 

example assumes that you database is called RACDB and it has instances on at least two nodes (RAC1 

and RAC2). The service_name chosen is FMW_SERVICE and it is running preferred on instance RAC1. 

If for some reasons that instance fails it has RAC2 as available instance. 

srvctl add service –d RACDB –s FMW_SERVICE –r RAC1 –a RAC2 

srvctl start service FMW_SERVICE 

 



Distributed lock timeout 

When defining the value for distributed_lock_timeout one should consider the settings of the XA 

Transaction Timeout. The distributed lock timeout should be longer than the XA timeout. 

XA Transaction Timeout <= distributed_lock_timeout 

The actual value that is appropriate should be defined by the development team that is working on 

the application. Whenever the timeout has been reached, an error will be thrown at the client 

starting the transaction. The actual transaction will be rolled back. The actual error is:  

ORA-02049 timeout: distributed transaction waiting for lock 

DTP services 

Please be aware that DTP services is not supported in combination with GridLink data sources. This 

option is only available if you choose not to use GridLink and therefore not discussed in this 

document. 

Administration 
When managing JDBC data sources some basic tooling exists. Not all of it will be discussed in this 

document, but especially for XA enabled JDBC data sources some special administration tooling / skill 

is required. 

Privileges 
To be able to configure JDBC data sources in WebLogic Server you need a user that is member of the 

Administrators group. For monitoring of JDBC data sources membership of the Operators 

group is sufficient. 

To be able to modify Oracle RDBMS settings as required for JDBC data sources the ALTER SYSTEM 
system privilege is needed. If you want to configure DTP service s you need access to the OSDBA 
group on the RDBMS server. 
 
For monitoring of XA transaction first the xaviews.sql script from $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin 
needs to be run. Next up select privleges on the following needs to be available: 

- v$xatrans$ 
- pending_trans$ 
- dba_2pc_pending 
- dba_pending_transactions 

 
Also grant force any transaction to my_datasource_user and grant execute on 
dbms_system to my_datasource_user needs to be executed  
 
 For monitoring of DTP services you need access to the GV$ACTIVE_SERVICES view. 

Monitor running transactions 
The Oracle database allows access to the following information on distributed transactions within the 
database: 

- Information on unresolved distributed transactions (e.g. prepared and awaiting 

commit/rollback) is available via the DBA_PENDING_TRANSACTIONS system view. 



- Information on distributed transactions awaiting recovery (e.g. “in-doubt” transactions) is 

available via the DBA_2PC_PENDING system view. 

- Information on the currently active distributed transactions is available via the 

V$GLOBAL_TRANSACTION system view. 

- Information on incoming and outgoing connections for pending transactions within an 

Oracle distributed transaction is available via the DBA_2PC_NEIGHBORS system view. 

Purging old distributed transactions that have been manually resolved can be achieved using 

EXECUTE DBMS_TRANSACTION.PURGE_LOST_DB_ENTRY('<tran_id>') 

Details of how this procedure is used is described in My Oracle Support Note: 159377.1 How to Purge 

a Distributed Transaction from a Database. 
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